Differential molecular regulation of glutamate in kindling resistant rats.
Using pentylenetetrazol (PTZ) kindling, we collected hippocampal tissue from standard response and kindling resistant animals, measuring hippocampal mRNA with real-time PCR of glutamate transporters GLAST, GLT-1, and EAAC1 and the sodium-coupled neutral amino acid transporter (SNAT) 1, SNAT2, and SNAT3. In addition, we measured mRNA of glutamine synthetase (GS), phosphate-activated glutaminase (PAG), glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) 1, GAD2, and vesicular inhibitory amino acid transporter (VIAAT). Fully kindled animals had decreased expression of mRNA in the hippocampus for GLAST and GAD2 compared with saline injected control. mRNA for SNAT1, SNAT2, SNAT3, GS, and VIAAT was increased. After induction of generalized tonic-clonic seizures by PTZ there were no differences in mRNA at 24h after seizures, equaling baseline quantities except for GAD1, which was decreased. When levels were measured at 30days after a PTZ induced convulsive seizure, we found increased levels of GLT-1, SNAT1 and GS, but decreased levels of GAD1. When these animals, serving as control for the 30day interval between the last convulsive seizure in the kindled experimental group, were analyzed, we found that GLT-1, SNAT3, GAD1 and VIAAT differed in that GLT-1 was decreased and the others increased. Animals found resistant to kindling had strikingly different mRNA patterns, with markedly up-regulated mRNA of proteins that transport glutamate into neurons and glia; SNAT1 was up regulated as well. Up-regulation of genes in kindling resistant animals supports the hypothesis that clearance of glutamate, conversion to glutamine and transport of glutamine into neurons, has the effect of raising the threshold for convulsive seizures and attenuating kindling.